Script: Wonderful news! What is the Genie seminar?
The Genie seminar is an exciting new method for interactive lifelong education
to acquire mental-spiritual wealth. Members meet in virtual groups to co-create out-ofthe-box answers to life’s important questions. For example, the BIGGEST Puzzle we
currently face will determine the fate of our loved ones and humanity:
Why do we fill our world with fear, scarcity, hate, and war when we want
and need HELP: the acronym or Happiness, Enough, Love, and Peace?
A genie seminar is a round table discussion guided by a facilitator/sponsor that
meets regularly to exchange ideas and combine genius to seek original solutions to
life’s puzzles. In the usual format, an important issue, universal wisdom, or stressful
event is presented by the group leader. Members share their personal response
focusing on its relevance to their own life experience. Thus, emotion is added to
intellect. The process of education is of equal importance to the content. More than
wisdom, members experience group comradery, have fun, and give and receive
emotional support in a safe environment.
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The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking and we thus drift toward
unparalleled catastrophe … a new type of thinking is essential if mankind is to survive and move toward higher
levels. … The release of atomic energy has not created a new problem. It has merely made more urgent the
necessity of solving an existing one. The New York Times, May 25, 1946.
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The wonderful news is that the genie seminar provides us the means to solve the
BIGGEST Puzzle. When Einstein discovered the famous formula that could unleash
the energy of the sun, he accurately predicted tribes will proliferate weapons with
ultimate destructive power (WUD) en masse to create human catastrophe. He didn’t
want to share the formula but reluctantly told our President when colleagues persuaded
him what would happen if Hitler got there first. He then told us his most important
insight, the answer to the BIGGEST Puzzle. We must teach ourselves a newer way of
thinking1 (ANWOT) if we choose to prevent species suicide. Einstein’s solution is our
best hope to make today’s dreams tomorrows reality. Our puzzle solving genie organ
can discover the knowledge and wisdom that leads to cooperation for shared benefits
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The label “genie” in “genie seminar” is derived from “genie organ,” the newer
preferred name for the human part of our brain that has traditionally been called the
“cerebral cortex.” The word “cortex” conveys limited anatomical information; this part of
our brain covers the animal portion. “Genie organ” awakens us to our newest organ’s
function to answer questions and solve puzzles. Most know the story of Aladdin’s
Lamp. One who frees the Genie imprisoned in the lamp is granted 3 wishes. When we
free our genie organ from instinct, tradition, and human controllers we are granted
unlimited wishes. With physical maturity and appropriate education, the genie organ is
our source of creativity and self-mastery. In the last 2 million years our human brain
has expanded dramatically in function and size … from 1 to 3 ½ pounds; mostly our
genie organ while the heart and other important organs have remained relatively the
same.

above competition to assert dominance demanded by our animal brain. Time is of the
essence. The genie seminar offers the easiest, fastest, most enjoyable and effective
means to bring universal knowledge and wisdom to our conscious awareness.
Our puzzle solving wish granting genie organ creates the content2, the wisdom
to end fear, scarcity, hate, and war by filling our world with the universal goals of
happiness, enough, love, and peace. The genie seminar offers the process to rapidly
educate our global population in the universal wisdom we require to survive and thrive.
The genie seminar offers additional benefits equal in value to the content. Members
share comradery, fun, belonging, and offer and receive emotional support lifelong. The
joining of content and process elevates the capital of our creativity from our
sophisticated machine-like animal brain to our puzzle solving wish granting genie organ
for our transformation to a self-governing mental-spiritual humane becoming.
The Genie seminar functions somewhat like AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) with the
addition that each meeting features one or more of the universal puzzles and the
wisdom (“strens,” i.e. strength building wisdom, universal success principles) of thought
leaders that teach what we require to survive and thrive. Members share their views,
co-create, and verify better solutions to the topic. As a muscle grows in strength with
each strand so we expand mental-spiritual power with each universal wisdom. We
make ourselves mental-spiritual wealth millionaires by collecting enough strens.
Persons rich in mental-spiritual wealth consistently enjoy a wonderful life, even when
the world is unfair, whereas material-physical wealth millionaires commonly do not.
Unlike material-physical wealth, there is no limit, no need to compete for mental-spiritual
wealth. The more we create, the more we have to enrich the world.

The “centerpeace” content features the 7plus2 Formula. 7 easy to learn Mind-freeing, Life-changing, Worldsaving word switches elevate the capital of our intentions from our animal brain to our puzzle-solving genie organ.
2 still secret love creation skills teach the modern version of the Golden Rule: Love myself with the abundance that
overflows to enrich the world.” Most persons experience the benefits within 30 days of practice.
2
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We are all born genetically preprogrammed over billions of years of trial-anderror learning with addictions to multiple adaptive behaviors. Einstein realized the
“normal” way our animal brain processes information (“thinks”) is to divide data into two
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The EC www.genieseminar.org website offers education in the simple
guidelines for participating members. Members may want to sponsor and facilitate a
genie seminar, enjoy introducing the topic and guiding the discussion. The EC provides
additional support to seminar sponsors via video recordings and leader’s seminars.
This and all EC websites are available to you and everyone, everywhere, anytime. You
are invited to join Einstein’s World Peace Army and sustain a college level forever free
course in the HELP skills that matter.

“either/or” categories. It asks “What is good for me, my family, and my tribe, here and
now (my lifetime)? “Emotion” (Energy for action) is a powerful force to embrace what is
perceived as good and to oppose what is interpreted as harmful to my tribe. “Either/or
thinking” explains why our history is described by a series of tribal wars. Addiction to
tribal thinking has been the “normal” adaptive way species compete for scarce
resources. In the absence of a better way to resolve scarcity, harmful win/lose
confrontation to establish dominance has been required survival behavior.
When Einstein realized that weapons with ultimate destructive power (WUD)
offer no second chance, he accurately predicted “war followed by cure” is suddenly
obsolete. His most important insight was to recognize that addiction to either/or tribal
thinking is innate in higher level species. Either/or thought addiction has become
established since the advent of conscious awareness over a billion years, when tribes
had to compete for scarce resources. This unrecognized thought addiction is more
persistent than all other addictions. Two-category thinking divides data into good or
bad, us or them, right or wrong, etc. It explains why our history is defined by its series
of wars and awakens us to the root cause of the greatest immediate threat to humanity.
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The genie seminar is suitable in homes, schools, religious and business settings,
prisons, virtually via the Internet, and just about anywhere with limited or no cost. Learn
more of the history of genie seminars at www.genieseminars.org or the FREE book at
www.peace.academy, “Ending our thought addiction before it kills you!”, chapter 8, pp.
115-128. Recorded genie seminars are available for educational use here. The EC
envisions a worldwide genie seminar movement, as AA was made global by a few
pioneers. Genie seminars can multiply rapidly when experienced participants (you?
“seed” new meetings. Genie seminars provide a new model for free lifelong education
in the essential skills that create a happy, loving, safe home for our loved ones.
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The proliferation of WUD by multiple tribes makes our “normal” adaptive
necessary addiction to either/or thinking suddenly more fatal than cancer, AIDs, and the
plague. Experience with innate addictions, such as the compulsion for power and sex
(especially prominent in males), and acquired addictions, viz. the craving for heroin and
money (the symbol for power), has awakened us to the difficulty of attaining freedom
from mental slavery once it is established. A common characteristic of all addictions is
that the afflicted passionately protects the addiction as necessary and resists any good
Samaritan’s help. Emotion rules sanity. Continuous community support to prevent
relapse is essential. If we choose to prevent the predictable species suicide, we must
teach ourselves a newer way of processing data. We do this by education in a newer
“both…and” way of thinking that redirects our attention to our similarities above our
differences, that elevates the power of (unconditional) love above the love of power.

Become a pioneer in creating Einstein’s World Peace Army to make your already
significant life REALLY wonderful.
Liberal (liberating) education frees the intelligent, commonsense, puzzle-solving
genie organ from its initial slavery to our animal brain. Mental freedom and creativity is
most pronounced in highly civilized tribes where creativity in the arts and sciences is
encourages. Dogmatic animal-brain education is most evident in authoritarian tribes
where “education” is top down and verified by might above right. Historically, animals and
people who were indoctrinated early in life remain limited in knowledge and wisdom; they
passively submit to the instinct and the traditions of early programmers. Mentally freeing
our puzzle solving Genie so that we may become our own person is among the highest
priorities of our genie organ. Once freed from instinct, tradition, and human dictators, the
Genie will grant wishes guided by universal common sense rather than tribal law. The
moral-spiritual intentions of our genie organ, supported by universal wisdom, will be
assigned a higher priority than the tribal intentions of the animal brain, which are supported
by local (usually masculine) authority.
While our animal brain favors didactic education, our genie organ strives to
create better solutions. The status quo is open to examination; innovation is welcomed.
This newer form of education relies on universal, collective common sense above
obedience to a designated tribal authority whose law is absolute. ANWOT encourages
the joy of puzzle solving. Self-governance through personal and shared creativity
replaces the dependency we all experience during our formative years. The ‘teacher”
introduces a topic of universal concern to explore its meaning and welcomes new
practical puzzle-solving alternatives. The HELP curriculum features the collected
wisdom of world class thought leaders and the out-of-the-box solutions you co-create by
shared experience. We evolve our meaning and purpose through shared insights.
The essential takeaway: Our brightest minds have created our new era of WUD
where multiple tribes, the act of one individual, or a mechanical error could end
civilization within minutes. Common sense wisdom enlightens us that a
movement to establish genie seminars worldwide offering lifelong emotional
support and education in four universal HELP skills (Happiness, Enough, Love
and Peace) is an essential requirement for humanity to survive and thrive.
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Act now. Go to www.peace.academy to collect your free study materials and guide.
Go to www.genieseminar.org to learn about genie seminars and receive your
invitation to participate in lifelong genie seminar education in the skills that make life
wonderful. The essay, “Why is the genie seminar necessary?” offers greater insight into
the need for urgent action.
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